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Infrastructure is the enabler of economic growth

Opportunities for Growth

Social amenity
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Northern Australia a key contributor and well placed
Untapped potential
• 11.7% of GDP
• 5.5% of Population
• 40% of Australia’s landmass five times the size of France
• 90% of Aust’s gas reserves
• Large agricultural and tourism
opportunities close to Asia
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Trade gateway to Asia
• Two thirds of world’s middle
class and 50% of GDP by
2030
• 50% of growth in demand for
agriculture products will come
from China by 2050.
• Australia will receive over one
million visitors pa from China.
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Types of infrastructure gaps NAIF is looking to help close
Demand gaps

Service Gaps

Cost gaps

Opportunity gaps

future demand for
infrastructure likely
exceeds current
capacity”

Infrastructure levels
below acceptable
standards (eg reliability,
resilience, accessibility
safety, quantity)

Cost of providing
infrastructure is higher
than other locations,
reducing economic
activity

Provision of
infrastructure could
generate demand not
currently present

All infrastructure
(eg ports, rail, road,
airports, storage etc.)

Communications

Energy (eg Nth Qld network, Pilbara, isolated energy systems)

(eg broadband, mobile,
transmission, international
connections)
Roads, Health

Water (eg large scale irrigation projects)
“Up to 17 million ha of land in the north have soils which are
potentially suitable for agriculture”
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NAIF a brief history
•

Established 1 July 2016, CEO commenced November 2016

•

$5 billion of loans available for infrastructure development

•

Independent Board makes investment decisions

•

Strong collaboration with all arms of Government (Federal, States (WA and QLD) and NT)

•

Available for approval until June 2021 (can be 30 year tenor)

•

NAIF is a ‘gap financier’ and aims to ‘crowd in’ private sector financiers. Is not a proponent or developer.

•

Can provide NAIF debt on concessional terms, to support the development of Northern and regional Australia

“The facility will address gaps in the infrastructure finance market for northern Australia
and is an integral part of the government's plan for northern Australia.”
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Stakeholder Engagement
Active engagement with stakeholders across north and Australia
– Whilst proponent led, NAIF has also been actively meeting local communities
– NAIF have reached an audience of > 3,000 at events and > 1,200 individual stakeholders
• Proponents
• Local communities, development authorities and chambers of commerce
• All levels of government and Government Owned Corporations
• Investors and debt providers
• Advisors, consultants, research bodies, trade organisations
• Farmers, producers, growers, operators, developers, universities
• Indigenous communities
• NAIF requires proponents to set out objectives for Indigenous engagement, procurement, participation
• Continual engagement with gov, private sector, local communities on the implementation of NAIF strategy

But this is an ongoing process…
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NAIF’s Vision
Transformation of Northern Australia

Northern Australia economic infrastructure is infrastructure that:
•

(a) provides a basis for economic growth in Northern Australia

•

(b) stimulates population growth in Northern Australia either through construction or the
material enhancement of economic infrastructure.
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Types of infrastructure
Industry sectors
Energy &
minerals

Agriculture

Tourism

Education

Types of infrastructure NAIF can support
Water
assets
Treatment,
Distribution,
Storage

Rail

Roads

Airports

Associated cargo / storage
facilities

Energy

Communications

Seaports

Generation,
Distribution
Storage

Training
facilities

Marinas

• Project can incorporate infrastructure and non-infrastructure components. e.g.
associated infrastructure for large-scale agricultural projects
• Single user, but preference for multi-user
• Greenfield projects and/or enhancements to infrastructure
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NAIF project requirements
Equity Capital

•

Can be domestic or foreign. NAIF does not provide equity or fund feasibility studies.

NAIF Product:
senior debt to
‘quasi-equity’

•
•

At least 50% of financing from private and/ or public sector financiers eg lenders, bond market,
export credit agencies or other such as government grants/loans.
NAIF aim is to ‘crowd in’ private sector rather than compete.

Gap Financier

•

Amount necessary to enable a project to proceed, or to proceed much earlier than otherwise would

Concessions

With regard to public benefit generated
• Longer tenors (up to 30 years)
• Lower interest rates (not below the Commonwealth bond rates)
• Ramp up and life cycle consideration, different risk allocation.
• More patient (e.g. extended periods for interest capitalisation, deferral of loan repayments)
• Different fee structures
• Subordinated in security or cash-flow.

Mechanism

Size
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Must demonstrate ability for the loan to be repaid or refinanced.

Flexible - preference for investments of $50 million or more but not mandatory.
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How does NAIF stimulate investment?
Use risk appetite to encourage private sector participation
1. better match revenue ramp up and life cycle of new projects with debt servicing
2. absorb element of merchant risk where uncertain utilisation/ pay back period
3. mitigate project cost premium

4. scale up technology
5. credit risk of end producer/off-taker
6. provide liquidity to meet capital need
7. assist in mixed infrastructure/non infrastructure projects with NAIF
infrastructure debt e.g. operating or production assets
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Leveraging risk appetite to encourage other financiers: Ramp Up
• Commercial Financiers may want certain revenues.
• NAIF may allow interest capitalisation and interest only periods during ramp up before repayment.

Loan

Revenue

Commercial
Financiers

Ramp-Up

NAIF

Existing
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Indicative only for illustrative purposes. Actual concessions determined on a case by case basis.
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Leveraging risk appetite to encourage other financiers: Merchant risk
• Commercial Financiers consider contracted revenue.
• NAIF may consider expected uncontracted revenue over the project life and may absorb element of
merchant risk where uncertain pay back period.
Loan

Revenue

Commercial
Financier

Uncontracted

NAIF

Contracted
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Indicative only for illustrative purposes. Actual concessions determined on a case by case basis.
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Leveraging risk appetite to encourage other financiers: Third Party Users
• Commercial Financiers may only consider foundation customer revenues.
• NAIF objective is to facilitate multi user infrastructure and may take into account future
customers that may begin operations after construction of project.

Revenue

Loan

Later
Customers
Commercial
Financier
Foundation
Customer
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NAIF

Indicative only for illustrative purposes. Actual concessions determined on a case by case basis.
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NAIF projects
So what does a NAIF project look like?
Proponent can be a public or private sector entity

Business case largely developed

‘Bankable’, with a revenue a stream, capable of servicing some debt and equity

But may not meet return hurdles with bank debt terms, without NAIF concessions

NAIF loan will accelerate a project or enable a project that otherwise would not happen
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Strong diversified pipeline of potential transactions
Enquiries

All enquires (134) by Sector

No

Transport

28

Resources

26

Agriculture

22

Energy generation

27

Other
23%

Active enquires (50) by jurisdiction
Cross jurisidictional
7%

Transport
21%

WA
26%

Gas pipelines
Construction
Telecommunications

31

Energy generation
20%

Resources
19%

Tourism and water
Total

Qld
56%

NT
11%

134

Agriculture
17%

5 transactions in due diligence
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NAIF’s Vision
What does success look like for NAIF?

Infrastructure
development

Generation of
public benefit

Greater participation
of private sector
finance in northern
Australia

Growth in population
and economy of
northern Australia

Sustainable Indigenous
participation, procurement
& employment
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Thank you

Amanda Copping
Executive Director, Origination
Northern Australia Infrastructure Facility
P: 1300 466 243
E: naif@naif.gov.au
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